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The role of universities in our society
I recently had a philosophical discussion
about the role of universities in our society
with my collaborator George Richter-Addo.
George is originally from Ghana, and we
met in graduate school at the University
of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada,
where we worked in the same research
group. He is currently a professor of chemistry at the University of Oklahoma.
Both of us have had the experience of being
chairs of very different chemistry departments. In our discussion, we compared notes
about the changing role of the Ph.D. degree,
especially in fields like chemistry.
So what is a university? We both agreed
on the basics. Universities are set up by
society to provide a safe environment for a
segment of society to have the freedom to
explore new ideas and, in doing so, challenge commonly held truths and beliefs. In
our opinion, universities are supposed to do
two things very well: create new knowledge
through research and disseminate that new
knowledge back to society through teaching.
SIUE is a predominantly undergraduate
institution. Oklahoma is what is referred to
as a “research one” university, meaning that
they grant doctorates and research is a significant aspect of its mission. Both types of
institutions grant bachelor's degrees, where
students become expert in what has generally been accepted as ‘the knowledge in
the field.’ Master’s students, however, start
to probe areas in the field that have not yet
reached the textbooks, and tackle ideas that
are not yet fully developed.
“With a Ph.D. degree, you investigate
something totally new that no one has
thought about before,” said George. “You
create new knowledge that did not exist in
the first place, and this is an intellectually
challenging activity."
This is a topic I find fascinating. My own
education included life-changing undergraduate research opportunities, which I am
happy to say SIUE’s chemistry department
provides to its undergraduate and master’s
students. The concept of research is "delving into the unknown." Students delve into
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meaningful word, because society does not
want the truth to be diluted by false claims of
discovery.” We also spoke about the concept
of "multidisciplinary" work.
"Scientists of the past usually had a
broad spectrum of training,” George
explained.
“Advanced instrumentation
meant more experimental data and eventual specialization and then over-specialization. Multidisciplinary is simply getting
us back to looking at an issue from several
angles and fields without the limitations of
over-specialization."
At each level of training, we like to see
“capstone experiences” that tie various concept areas together. At SIUE we have the
“senior assignment” presentation for bachelor’s students, and many programs have
thesis defenses for master’s students. I love
these events, where students demonstrate
that they can shine professionally on their
own.
“The Ph.D. defense is similar, but could
be a daunting experience for some people if they don't develop the confidence
needed to present and defend their claims
of new knowledge,” added George. “You
are challenged in an intellectual and safe
environment to demonstrate competence
that you have looked at all sides of the
issue, and what you are presenting is the
best possible interpretation of that new
knowledge.”
For the student to go into new intellectual territory and create new knowledge,
this means developing leadership skills and
challenging the status quo. This has the
potential to create some conflict, but the goal
is to keep it at an intellectual level, and to
occasionally challenge what society believes
to be the truth.
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something that there is no ready answer to,
so they are going to explore and find the
answers.
“Experience and exposure to undergraduate research is a very powerful point to make
when you are applying for Ph.D. programs,”
George added. “It means that you have been
exposed to the unknown and you still like
it.”
Tackling the unknown can be exciting,
but lab environments should also be treated with respect. “There has actually been a
big push over the last two decades to gain
more student understanding of the seemingly unnatural environment in a chemistry
laboratory,” said George. “There has been a
very big push with safety on all university
campuses." In addition to safety, the overall
quality of the student experience should be
at the forefront.
The university has a responsibility to keep

the quality of student discovery high.
“A Ph.D. graduate should be able to evaluate and critique claims of new knowledge,”

said George. “A Ph.D. program is set up to
entrust the Ph.D. graduates with the integrity of the field. Integrity is a powerful and
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Summer solstice program scheduled CITY
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Cahokia Mounds
to host nature hike
Saturday morning

The request that started the discussion off was for the East Meets West
Beer Fest on July 18 at City Park.
Louer told the council the current request would move forward
as usual and, upon receiving further
information from city staff, the other
two requests will be looked at.
Speaking about the events at the
park, Mayor Hal Patton said the
events have been quality events and
the goal is to keep the quality up and
not have it be overused.
A motion and second were made
and the special event permit application was unanimously approved.
In other business, the council
approved a resolution for landmark
status of the William Halleck Jones
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Cahokia Mounds State Historic
Site will offer visitors a glimpse
of a sacred moment in the lives
of Native Americans 1,000 years
ago by observing the dawn of the
summer solstice at “Woodhenge”
on Sunday, June 21.
Woodhenge is a calendar of
posts arranged to line up with
sunrise on the longest day of the
year, the shortest day and on the
equinoxes, when day and night
are equal in length.
Residents of Cahokia Mounds
– which was then the largest city
north of Mexico – considered
these days sacred.
Out of respect for Native
American beliefs, no rituals or
ceremonies will be held at the
free event.
But visitors will stand in
the same place where the
Mississippian people once
gathered and watch the sun
rise above the same huge
mound.
One definition for the start of
summer is the summer equinox.
That’s the longest day of the
year and when the sun reaches
its northernmost point in the
sky. The solstice arrives June 21
this year.
The re-creation of Woodhenge
stands about one-half mile west
of Monks Mound on Collinsville
Road.
Participants should arrive by
5:20 a.m. to hear an archaeologist explain the discovery and
function of this monument.
Visitors should dress for the
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An artist's concept of the building of Woodhenge at Cahokia Mounds.
weather and bring insect repellent.
Cahokia Mounds State Historic
Site, administered by the Illinois
Historic Preservation Agency, is
just eight miles from downtown
St. Louis in Collinsville.
It is open Wednesday through
Sunday from 9 to 5.
There is no admission fee but a
donation of $7 for adults, $5 for
seniors, $2 for students and $15
for families is suggested.
For more information, call

(618) 346-5160 or visit www.
cahokiamounds.org.
Meanwhile, guides will lead
history and nature enthusiasts
through the fields, marshes and
woods of the Cahokia Mounds
State Historic Site on June 6.
It promises to be a great chance
to get exercise and knowledge at
the same time.
An archaeologist and a naturalist will lead the hike, discussing what archaeology has
revealed about the site and also

how the Indians utilized numerous plants for food, medicine,
dyes, construction material and
more.
The free hike begins at 9:30
a.m. at the site’s Interpretive
Center and finishes up about 1
p.m.
Participants should wear
appropriate walking shoes and
clothes and bring insect repellant.
The hike will be cancelled if
it’s raining at the start time.

SIUE sorority makes book donation
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Thousands of children in Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville’s Head Start/Early
Head Start Program are enjoying new reading
materials thanks to the generosity of SIUE and
the surrounding community.
SIUE Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 203 partnered
with Dr. Stephen Hupp, professor of psychology in SIUE’s School of Education, Health and
Human Behavior, to gather new and gently used
books between February 1 and April 30. The
collaboration began as part of the national Phi
Kappa Phi (PKP) book drive contest.
Organizers successfully gathered 2,873 books
aimed at children ages six months to six years
that will be donated to the SIUE Head Start/
Early Head Start Program.
“Reading sets the foundation for all learning,” said Laura Pawlow, SIUE professor
of psychology and current president of the
University’s PKP chapter. “This book drive
aimed to support children who may not have
access to the number and types of books that

we wish all children had.”
“PKP’s motto is ‘let the love of learning rule
humanity’ and the organization is committed
to intellectual curiosity, academics and service.
This project was the perfect marriage of service
that inspires a love of learning.”
In addition to the SIUE community, local businesses, churches and community members contributed largely to the success of the book drive.
“Our psychology and English departments,
the SIUE bookstore and SIUE Early Childhood
Center all created satellite book drop-off locations,” explained Hupp. “Phi Kappa Phi reached
out to the community and collected large sums
of books from places like St. Mary’s Catholic
Church, St. Boniface Parish and Afterwords
Books, all of Edwardsville.”
Twenty-three PKP chapters participated in the
national book drive contest. SIUE was among
the top three collecting the most books for those
in need. In recognition of its success, the SIUE
PKP chapter was awarded a Little Free Library
and $150 to personalize the library. Organizers
plan to decorate and place it at the Head Start/

Early Head Start Center on the East St. Louis
campus.
“The Little Free Library will be the perfect
symbol of all of the work that Head Start staff
does to promote social health and academic
readiness,” said Hupp.
The “Take a book, return a book” mission of
the Little Free Library will further enhance the
availability of reading materials for children.
“The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends daily reading with children starting at
birth,” added Hupp. “Daily reading helps promote early literacy skills and language development. I think it even helps with imagination
development!”
SIUE’s Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 203 has more
than 200 active members, including top academically performing students, faculty and staff.
Hupp and the Behavioral Health Team at
the St. Clair County Head Start program have
an ongoing book collection initiative. The Kid
Books Project aims to collect one million books
for children in local Head Start programs, ages
five years and younger.

"I had started a new series of very
loosely drawn album covers, named
'Off the Record' and when Amanda
approached me about submitting to
this, I thought instead of going with
the safe stuff, I thought I would go
with a little more edgy, daring stuff
and sink or swim with it," Smith
said.
Painting record covers came out of
boredom based on what Smith had
previously been painting.
"To me, the exercise really started
with the fact that I was just bored
with doing the cats and the towers.
I had been doing a lot of those. I
thought graphically, these real simple album covers – could you paint
them very crudely or very loosely
and do they still communicate? And
I think they do, and that was the
whole point of it. You couldn't do
'Sgt. Peppers' in this, it has to be like
'Diver Down' (by Van Halen). It has
to be real simple graphics to work,"
Smith said.
Thoron's work has recently been
going through changes and it was
that style she wanted to put out
there.
"My style that I've been doing
lately has been evolving. So I picked
my newer, more evolved pieces to
submit, 'cause I felt like they were
better," Thoron said.
Smith also said he felt like when
you submit to a large exhibition
and select pieces that are safer, you
won't get selected.
"The stuff that you may think
people will go, 'What is this?' but
the more outside the box thinking
tends to be the stuff that is selected
for these," Smith said.
Art was always a love of Thoron,
but it was about six years ago that
she found more time to devote to
her art and she began doing it professionally.
"For me, it was the ability to devote
the time and the resources into just
doing the art thing. I've always wanted to do that, but never had the time
to devote to it. It takes a lot of time to
do the work and the marketing and
the submitting," Thoron said.

House.
According to the application, the
William Halleck Jones House is a
superior example of the Tuscan
Italianate style.
Further, William Halleck Jones
was born in St. Louis in 1847 and ran
away at 14 to join the Union Army.
He served as a drummer boy
for two different battles before his
parents secured an honorable discharge from a family friend, General
William Tecumseh Sherman.
Jones went on to practice law in
Edwardsville.
A motion and second were made
and the resolution was approved.
Meanwhile the council approved
the resignation of Megan Riechmann
from the Plan Commission.
Finally, Patton congratulated the
Edwardsville High School Boys
Track Team which recently won the
IHSA Class 3A state track championship.
Working as a graphic designer, art
has been a part of Smith's life for the
past 28 years. But it was 10 years ago
that he started to work in another
medium.
"About 10 years ago I started
painting. I just really wanted to get
more into fine art. I think that it kind
of keeps you in touch with what got
you into to this thing to begin with,"
Smith said. "So I started to push
the painting thing more and doing
shows around here."
"'Art by America,' a national
review of two-dimensional contemporary art" is a project from James
Yodd and Ginny Voedisch.
Curated by Founder and Director
of The Art House Rebecca George
and Owner/Director of Arts on
Elston Gallery Arthur Connor, the
exhibition will feature 250 pieces from artists around the country
working in the mediums of painting,
drawing, photography, digital art,
printmaking or mixed media.
It's a collaborative effort between
the practicing artists of The Art
House, Art on Elston and the field of
art history and criticism seeking to
gather a wide range of submissions
in order to determine the two-dimensional contemporary visual art
trends and traditions across America.
While the show is focused on
two-dimensional art, Thoron's
work, which is abstract, features
not only color but also a great deal
of texture.
"That's what's important with this
style I'm doing is the texture – the
way it kind of jumps off the canvas
at you. It's just another way of reaching the audience. Instead of just the
color, you've got the texture as well,"
Thoron said.
The show opened on June 1
and the opening reception is
Saturday.
Both Thoron and Smith will be
present at the opening reception.
"We're having fun with it. And
being able to go to Chicago and see
your work in a show like this, it's
pretty cool," Smith said.
To learn more about Thoron's
work visit www.amandathoron.com
and to learn more about Smith's
work visit www.ksmithart.com.
More information about the show
can be found by visiting www.
thearthouse.us.

